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1. ANTECEDENT
This ‘angle line’ then continues beyond Bethlehem to zip on through the
area between Jerusalem and the Dead Sea, an area of desert terrain which is
pretty much a wasteland, of little distinctive description or apparent
magnificence, when compared with a soul stargate terminal like Giza where
the angle originates. Why would an angle created in antiquity when the
Great pyramid was built, point from such a famous „power intersection‟ on
the globe like Giza, to a non-descript location. Jerusalem would make more
sense…

2. WHITE STONE CLUB
Certainly no one knew the answer to this, at that March 6 CE ceremony, but
this special spiritual section within the Enoch-Abraham-Moses/MiriamIsaiah-Jesus-Muhammad tradition starts here, and starts with raised eyebrow
for any strict fundo Essene, simply because it wasn‟t September! David
kings are born and have birthdays in September, not March!
**
As a result, the Spiritual traditions which would grow from this long effort
that began in the 1900‟s BCE, would criticize and disrespect each other for a
whole 2000 years‟ „great month‟s‟ duration after 1 CE…but would not do
this forever…

3. WEEKEND
The „Acts of John‟ brings us one installment of the deleted material. In the
Acts, John relates his vision of Jesus addressing him in another dimension
location, described as a „cave‟, at the exact same time, as Jesus points out to

John in the ongoing discussion, that Jesus‟ body is on the cross… It is a
symbolism which shows that Jesus and his God were firmly in control of the
show that weekend from beginning to end, and that Jesus was not the
hapless victim portrayed in the non-scriptural images…This alternate image,
depicted in Passion plays for 2000 years of a shortchanged Wayshower and
even an impotent God of the Universe, was originally a device for justifying
attacks on Jews…
**
The Gospel of Bartholomew‟ adds nothing in that area, but does offer a
scene of the small group getting what they asked for, and being shocked, and
somewhat sorry they asked…
**
There may have been a contribution to this, in the Essene exercise of the
previous one hundred years, to pray their way toward utilizing the special
powers of the unusual Kali Rift phenomenon, which they devotedly
believed pulsed below Galilee and Qumran…
**
…but this one story in the „Acts of Philip” shows some detail about Jesus‟
overall supervision of these disciples in the twelve years, the martyrdom
endgame orchestration, and also shows us specific detail about a dimension
break (stargate, etc.) situation that could lend itself to use for the
manipulation of thousands of people, in a weak moment of one disciple‟s
anger management…The ancient world „weak wall‟ was a situation that
allowed good and bad purpose in the influence of power from beyond.
**
These were Jesus‟s crowd, along with Peter and his fish boat professional
tithe-collecting Essene preachermen, and one other which we will look at
next in this story, the truth-is-out-there John Mark. Is this too extraordinary
to believe? Not if you realize a picture is being painted, and then saved for
future generations that would need to understand all this, in a way that is
different from the depiction assembled for a Greek Roman civilization,
whose people went to pagan temples to worship in the first century CE…

⃰ ⃰
Mary Magdalene, always there in her duties, in the gospels is always
unrecognized (and even made invisible), but at least the story would take the
moment in this one instance, to recognize this special lady of the times, in
the plight of her heart…

4. CREW
Archelaus Herod started the community in southern France, at the time the
Judeans threw him out, at the beginning of this period, 6 CE, when the
Wayshower was still a boy. The second expansion in southern Gaul, was
when Antipas Herod and wife Herodias, half sister to most Herod‟s of the
time, wife to two, were banished by the maneuvering in Rome of their half
brother, Agrippa Herod I. So the Herod‟s, from the beginning to the end,
seemed to provide a platform for the Wayshower‟s Crews in their activity to
start a guidance, which would be taken to millions and millions, over the
next twenty centuries, and yet the Herod‟s did this ostensibly without having
a clue as to what was going on.
⃰ ⃰
…but what was with the egg, Mag?

5. OTHER CREW
But then, science by the end of the twenty-first century will likewise
probably dismiss relativity and quantum physics as the „three-dimension
limited physics‟ of the primitive analysis and thinking abilities of a
particular age, ie, not the real physics of the many dimensions within and
without the wall, that takes into consideration what is „behind us’…
**

Mainstream science started looking at string theory and the vibration of very
elemental „strings‟, for the absolute beginning of reality beyond quantum
physics and beyond the atom level, and a „relational‟ type of science started
to grow, as analysis turned to the vibration of microtubules in our brain cells
and to the heart-brain vibrations…
**
Norea, instead, shouts at the „God of the Entirety‟ („Entirety‟ or „Pleroma‟
denotes that God‟s own dimensions extend beyond the near seven
problematical „heavens‟ and „hells‟ ), “Rescue me from the rulers of
unrighteousness, and save me from their clutches, forthwith”. A male angel
shows up, and asks, “Girl, what is all the racket about”. Norea responds,
“Who the heck are you?”…

6. ROCK AND STREAM
Templar enthusiasts today believe that the Templar‟s considered themselves
the real hope of the Jesus teaching, the power that could bring the
underground stream up to speed in Christianity…
**
All the power and the glory had started there, and had created a most unique
organization of authority and wealth, without having a kingship or a large
army of its own, one that would hold a rather absolute say over much of
Europe for a very long time, and when its authority faltered, it only faltered
because of its own choices of conduct…
**
It is just that in the twentieth century, when we got big in numbers on our
globe --- over 6 billion of us --- it seems that this „rock‟ nature of spiritual
traditions in its refusals to recognize the benefits of the sisterhood of the
Spiritual traditions, became irritating, then frightening…
**

There was one Catholic girl who had an answer for this Protestant boy, and
also for Ghandi‟s lament. She was a girl of the our own recent times in the
second half of Ghandi‟s century. Agnes Bojaxhiu, who chose the „sister
name‟ Mother Theresa…
**
In the end, the priesthood kills Zarathustra, but because of the vast following
that came to him in his Advent, they incorporated him in their „rock‟, using
prayers from Zarathustra‟s writing, the Gathas of Yasnas, in their fire
rituals…

7.LIGHTED
It was „the way we were‟, and that conceptualization should not have held as
long as it has…. A Christian „Arius-understanding‟ of Jesus as Wayshower
of God, could have removed some blocks toward Muhammad‟s and Moses‟
followers, while a Christian „Origen understanding‟ of reincarnation could
have removed some blocks toward Hindu and Buddhist followers, and a
Christian „Pelagius understanding‟ of free will equality before God could
have helped Christians with their own preacherman hierarchies…

**
It is not a tough question, for we have learned this T-shirted Wayshower,
who deliberately fouled up a holy day ritual in his Advent, and who only
wanted to get up each day and use the Holy Spirit field in overdrive, to slam
as much new health, new hope, and general betterment into our world, as
each lighted day would permit…
**
Has John (or Mary Mag) incarnated into every century? What did this
conversation in John 21 mean?
**

If John was a Gentile outsider, he, like Mary as a Jewish outsider, may have
been taught differently, particularly because he did not share the DNAprogrammed mentality of the majority of near followers --- that further
research may find were all from the extended family of Jesus --- who Jesus
was given to work with…
**
Whenever a major earth change is predicted, a world war potential is
highlighted, an anxious cross-section of civilization seems inclined to turn
some attention, and some authority, to these people…

**
These are thoughts for caution. Some among us are different in mental
configuration, and our determination to record, photograph, scientifically
measure our experience in their presence, may be skewered, blocked --made „laughable‟, as John Mark surmised --- by dimensional physics matters,
we do not yet understand…
**
Out-of body experiences, angel and ET experiences, E.V.P., remote viewing,
crop circles, all are becoming prevalent. We look like our ancient Greeek,
Sumerian, Zhou dynasty, Egyptian, Harappan ancestors, in their casual
reporting of experiences with beings over the dimension wall, while the
shamanism that lost out to our determined Wayshowers, seems to be
regaining our attention, as its abilities can only be enhanced by a Weak wall.
There could be danger here…

